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LOG-LINE: When Pac and friends keep defeating all his ghosts, Betrayus,
with the help of the demented Dr. Buttocks, decides to clone an army of
Netherworld monsters. Lucky for Pac, one little monster isn’t really a monster
at heart.

2.

TEASER
FADE IN:
EXT. STREET NEAR ROUND HOUSE – DAY
ESTABLISH the PRESIDENTIAL LIMO hover-speeding along with a
PAC POLICE escort (two Pac-Cops wearing helmets) riding on
cool looking Pac-Cycles). PUSH IN as:
1 PAC-MAN (V.O.)
So where are you taking us, Mr.
President?
2 PRESIDENT SPHEROS (V.O.)
To a top-secret laboratory to meet
perhaps the greatest scientist in
the history of PacWorld!
INT. LIMO - CONTIUNOUS
PRESIDENT SPHEROS is next to SHORT FED (TALL FED drives) all
wearing their seat-belts.
3 PRESIDENT SPHEROS
The same genius that created those
weapons you’ve been using to
capture invading ghosts.
Across from them, CYLI nods as SPIRAL pats his PSC weapon.
4 SPIRAL
These PSC’s totally rock!
PSC?

5

PRESIDENT SPHEROS

6 CYLI
Short for Plasma Sucking Canons.
We hear OS <FOOD SUCKING NOISES>.
7 CYLI
As opposed to FSP, short for-PAC - who is happily helping himself to the entire contents
of the limo snack bar (depicting healthy foods, fruit and
nuts).

3.
8 SPIRAL (V.O.)
Food sucking Pac-Man.
Pac suddenly catches their stares.
9 PAC-MAN
(Mouthful)
Oh, uh nobody wanted anything,
right?
10 PRESIDENT SPHEROS
Ahem, yes well, I brought this
brilliant scientist out of
retirement to invent more weapons-Forgetting his mouth is full Pac excitedly exclaims-11 PAC-MAN
Wait! You must mean Sir Cumference!
--SPRAYING food all over Spheros!
12 PAC-MAN
Sorry, Mr. President.
Short Fed helps clean off the President’s scowling face.
13 PAC-MAN
(Excited to friends)
I’ve read all about Sir
Cumference - his inventions helped
win Pac-World-War-One against
Commander Betrayus!
14 SPIRAL
Wow, that must make the guy like
WAY old now, at least-He’s cut off by a unique and funny sounding (maybe like a
BOOING sound or some such silly ghost sound) <ALARM>.
15 PRESIDENT SPHEROS
(Over alarm)
Oh my! That’s the new Ghost attack
detection signal!
EXT. CITY STREET – CONTINUOUS
ANGLE ON the newly installed ALARM DEVICE (should be really
elaborate and fun looking) mounted on a sky-high tower.
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16 PRESIDENT SPHEROS (V.O.)
(Over alarm)
Compliments of Sir Cumference as
well!
INT. LIMO - CONTINUOUS
FEATURE LIMO WINDSHIELD 17 CYLI
The ghosts must have blown open a
new portal!
18 PAC-MAN
Wonder who they’re attacking?
<SPLAT> – SLIMY PAC-PLASMA hits the windshield, covering it
and completely obscuring the Fed driver’s view! The slime
comes dripping through the closed sunroof at the top and
drips all over everyone. Spiral wipes off slime, disgusted,
then he looks even more disgusted as Pac licks it up.
Yuck.

19

SPIRAL

EXT. CITY STREET – CONTINUOUS
Dozens of evilly grinning GHOSTS are flying around the limo.
20 PAC-MAN (V.O.)
Looks like it’s all about us...

ACT ONE
EXT. CITY STREET – RESUME
The ghosts continue swarming around the limo, the Pac Police
raise their PSCs, as-TWO BIG CYCLOPS GHOSTS - wearing wicked grins zoom towards
the two cops!
21 TWO PAC POLICE
(Ad-lib alarmed cries thru
next shot)
Look out!/In coming!
The two Cyclops go right into the bodies of the two Pac Cops.
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CLOSE ON PAC COP #1 as he is “POSSESSED” by the ghost (use
existing body GLOW FX, eyes to turn wild and evil red, etc.)
22 PAC POLICE
(Freaked out CRIES)
INCLUDE PAC COP #2 - also with the POSSESSED FX obvious. The
two begins <FIRING> their weapons - that now shoot SLIME at-23 POSSESSED PAC POLICE #1
Hey, Mac, let’s grab a donut after
we slime these losers?
24
Let’s do it!

POSSESSED PAC POLICE #2

THE LIMO - as the other ghosts continue attacking and SLIMING
the Presidential limo, too, which careers out of control.
25 TALL FED (V.O.)
The brake thrusters are slimed, I
can’t stop!
INT. LIMO - CONTINUOUS
Pac sticks his foot outside.
26 PAC-MAN
Don’t worry! You deserve a break
today.
QUICK CUT TO EXT. - PAC’S FOOT drags on the pavement –
<SPARKS> FLYING – as he slows the limo to a stop!
BACK IN THE LIMO - Pac pours some berries from his special
PAC-PEZ-LIKE BERRY DISPENSER into his hand as his friends
whip up their PSCs.
27 PAC-MAN
Better leave some berries, in case
you guys need to power-up too.
CLOSE - as Pac studies the berries in his hand - like they
were candies - using a finger to sort them.
28 PAC-MAN
But not this one, it’s too
delicious... and that’s the
coolest... cuz it gives me ice
powers...
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29 PRESIDENT SPHEROS (V.O.)
Ahem, any time now...
Pac takes back his favorites and tosses the others to his
friends.
30
Here you go!

PAC-MAN

Pac explodes out the sunroof.
31 PAC-MAN
Time for a PAC ATTACK!
The President reacts surprised as he see Spiral and Cyli
looking apprehensively at the berries.
32 PRESIDENT SPHEROS
I’d have thought you’d be excited
to try all the berries.
33 SPIRAL
Trouble is we’re never sure how
each one’s gonna affect us.
Cyli points her PSC out the window, takes aim and <FIRES> a
laser-like BEAM that streaks outside.
34 CYLI
(Casual, during action)
Like the other day, when
I tested out a pretty pink one...
POV FROM WINDOW - OUTSIDE - FLYING GHOST as the BEAM hits it!
CLOSER as the ghost GLOWS while instantly turning into PLASMA
GOO that is rapidly sucked back towards Cyli’s cannon.
GOTCHA!

35

CYLI (V.O.)

BACK IN THE LIMO - as the PLASMA STREAM is <SUCKED> into her
PSC weapon, Cyli casually finishes telling the President:
36 CYLI
... made me lighter than air. I was
stuck on the ceiling for like an
hour.
Spiral turns to the open window and <FIRES> a PSC BEAM right
past the PRESIDENT’S HEAD just as Spheros is leaning forward.
37 SPIRAL
Look out, Mr. Pres--
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FEATURE PRESIDENT as the BEAM <SEERS> his hair.
38 PRESIDENT SPHEROS
(Startled GASP)
Short Fed frantically pats the President’s SMOKING hair.
39 SPIRAL
Sorry, the beam’s hot enough to
nuke the ghosts into pure plasma...
Incoming PLASMA STREAMS past them <SUCKED> into Spiral’s PSC.
40 SPIRAL
Then suck ‘em up!
Cyli <FIRES> another BEAM out the window.
41 CYLI
Cuz even with berry-power we can’t
eat ghosts like Pac.
42 SPIRAL AND CYLI
(In unison, relieved)
Thank-(Cut off by:)
Super loud: <WAKKA, WAKKA, WAKKA>...
EXT. CITY STREET – SAME TIME
Pac demonstrates how right they are as he’s flying on the
skirts of two ghosts he quickly swallows up.
43 PAC-MAN
(GULPING, then grimacing:)
Uck, those ghouls were seriously
sour.
CLOSER - Pac pops a berry and with a sudden <SPROING> his
head seems to WIGGLE LIKE JELLY for a beat.
44 PAC-MAN
Delic--wow that’s a new one!
Pac starts <BOUNCING> off the building walls like he’s made
of RUBBER!
45 PAC-MAN
And I thought my high-tops had
spring!

8.
VARIOUS ANGLES - with <PIN BALL SFX> Pac ricochets around
gleefully eating up all the ghosts in his path.
46 PAC-MAN
(GULPING noises, then:)
Follow the bouncing ball!
CLOSER - PAC frowns looking a little annoyed with himself as
he tries to remember which berry he ate.
47 PAC-MAN
Wish I’d paid attention to which
berry turned me into Rubber PacMan!
(Grinning)
Then again, half the fun’s not
always knowing what super power I’m
gonna get next!
Pac sails after the last ghost and gobbles it down just
before-48 PAC-MAN
Last one (GULP)!
--Pac hits another wall at top speed – <WHOMP> – but this
time he does NOT bounce!
49 PAC-MAN
(Impact GRUNT)
Pac is FLATTENED LIKE A PANCAKE (no longer Rubber Pac).
Pac slides down the wall.
50 PAC-MAN
(Groaning)
Or when the power is going to wear
off.
Just as Pac hits the ground, there’s a gaseous <RUMBLING>
then Pac opens wide for a:
51
(Huge BELCH)

PAC-MAN

Ghost EYEBALLS fly out of his mouth all <ZIPPING> away.
The Limo pulls up to the curb, Spiral calling out the window
as Pac staggers over.
52 SPIRAL
Yo Pac-Bro, you okay?

9.
53 PAC-MAN
Sure, no big-- (BELCH)
One last little EYEBALL flies out, looks at Pac then gets
wide with fear and zips off.
...deal...

54

PAC-MAN

EXT. BACK SIDE OF ROUND HOUSE - SECRET LAB ENTRANCE – DAY
Pac, Spiral, Cyli, the President are standing in front of
what looks like a FLOWERING HEDGE. Short and Tall Feds are
scanning the area. They give the President ‘the nod’.
SHORT FED
All clear, Mr. President.
Spheros steps up to the hedge and sticks his NOSE into one of
the FLOWERS.
55 PRESIDENT SPHEROS
(Nasal)
With so many eyeballs running lose
these days, Sir Cumference thought
it best to go with a Nasal
Identification Scanner instead.
CLOSE - a PAC-BEE suddenly lands on his nose and-56 PRESIDENT SPHEROS
Yeeeeouch! However, perhaps he
needs to rethink this camouflage!
THE FLOWER HEDGE suddenly lowers into the ground, revealing-57 PAC-MAN
Wow how cool is that?
A STAIRWAY LEADING INTO A TUNNEL ENTRANCE 58 PRESIDENT SPHEROS
The secret laboratory is built
underneath the Capital of PacWorld!
Just as the President is about to start down the stairs – <KABOOM> – an explosion from inside the lab BLASTS them all
backwards!
59 ALL
(Alarmed CRIES)
ON PAC-MAN
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60 PAC-MAN
That can’t be good.
After the President hits the ground, both Feds throw
themselves on top of the annoyed President.
61 SHORT FED
Protect the President!
CLOSE SPHEROS - his face SQUASHED under the Feds.
62 PRESIDENT SPHEROS
(Muffled/contorted)
But who protects me from you two
klutzes!?
Pac leads Cyli and Spiral as the concerned kids heroically
rush down the stairs through the DENSE MULTI-COLORED SMOKE,
the trio disappearing OS.
63 PAC-MAN
C’mon! We have to find Sir
Cumference!
INT. SIR CUMFERENCE’S SECRET LABORATORY - CONTINUOUS
Pac, Spiral and Cyli are engulfed in thick SMOKE.
64 THREE KIDS
(ad-lib shouting)
Sir Cumference!?/Where are you!?/
Are you alright?
FEATURE CYLI waving at the smoke.
65 CYLI
There’s too much smoke to see
anything.
66 PAC-MAN
I’ve got an idea.
CLOSE - as Pac takes a HUGE DEEP BREATH –<SUCKING IN> and
clearing the room of smoke-67 PAC-MAN
(Huge long BREATH)
FOLLOW PAC - having a body-gyrating, smoke-spewing COUGHING
FIT.
68 PAC-MAN
(COUGHING and GASPING)
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As Pac begins to slow and calm, we hear:
69 SIR CUMFERENCE (V.O.)
This is precisely why no one should
ever, ever smoke!
SIR CUMFERENCE (reuse model from sizzle reel) steps out from
behind a wall of incredibly cool, Pac-Goldberg style
laboratory equipment, Bunsen burners, heating an array of
looping <BUBBLING> tubes and vials. To one side is an
ELEVATOR TUBE that leads directly up to the Round House. The
lab is quite vast, a cool clutter of all manner of Bond/Qlike inventions, some even hanging from the ceiling (along
with piles of ‘existing’ props (even Pac-Vehicles intact and
half assembled INCLUDING intriguing PARTS of the PACNANA
MOBILE) in front of more PAINTED BG props that line the
walls, deep into the BG of the room).
Pac, Cyli and Spiral rush to Sir Cumference.
70 PAC-MAN
Sir Cumference...? Are you okay?
The old scientist wobbles unsteadily, as he asks testily:
71 SIR CUMFERENCE
Why wouldn’t I be? Are you
suggesting that I am old?
72 PAC-MAN
No, er, I um...
73 SIR CUMFERENCE
(Chuckling)
Just messing with you, kid. I’m not
only old, I’m down right ancient!
Sir C kicks up his heels to make his point, but when he lands
he starts to keel over backwards.
74 SIR CUMFERENCE
(With exertion)
But there’s still plenty of pep in
my step!
Right before he hits the ground - Sir C’s ROBOTIC LAB
ASSISTANT steps in and steadies his creator. Grinder is a
rusty old mechanical curmudgeon with a very bad ‘tude.
75 SIR CUMFERENCE
My lab assistant - Grinder - less
personality than a doorknob. But it
gets lonely down here, so bad
company is better than no company.
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Grinder blows him a nasty <GRATING MECHANICAL RASPBERRY>.
Demonstrating his own feisty nature, Sir C grabs an OIL CAN
GUN and <SQUIRTS> it - but Grinder ducks and-76 SIR CUMFERENCE
I’ll teach ya to ‘diss’ me!
<SPLAT> the President gets hit in the face with black oil.
77 SIR CUMFERENCE
(Chuckling)
Ooops.
(Sotto aside)
Not good to nail the Commandante.
(Brightening)
Sorry, Stratos my boy!
Short Fed tries to wipe off the annoyed Spheros’ face again,
but the President rips the hanky away from him.
78 PRESIDENT SPHEROS
Get a life!
(To Sir C)
Was Betrayus behind the explosion?
Has the lab’s location been
compromised!?
79 SIR CUMFERENCE
Don’t be a turtle dove with no one
to poop on!
They all exchange perplexed looks as Sir C gestures to his
lab table and a SMOLDERING, charred cooking pot.
80 SIR CUMFERENCE
I was just making some chili! Got a
little hot to handle’s all.
Pac licks his lips as Spiral and Cyli step forward.
81 CYLI
I’m Cylindria and this is Spiral
and-82 SIR CUMFERENCE
(Interrupting)
The Pac-Man! Spitting image of your
Pop at your age.
FEATURE PAC - very excited.
83 PAC-MAN
You knew my dad?
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84 SIR CUMFERENCE
You bet your yellow Pac-side I did!
He and your Mom loved my chili.
Care to try some?
Pac grabs the pot and pours all the chili into his mouth.
85 PAC-MAN
Thanks! (Gobbling NOISES)
CLOSE ON PAC - as his SUPER LONG TONGUE shoots out of his
mouth (AT CAMERA) literally ON FIRE!!!
Then SMOKE shoots out Pac’s ears like a <STEAM WHISTLE>.
Pac pops a berry and ICE forms on Pac’s head (into his ice
helmet) putting out the fire with a <STEAMY HISS>.
86 PAC-MAN
Dude! Best chili ever! Got any
more?
President Spheros just shakes his head in amazement, then he
turns to Sir C.
87 PRESIDENT SPHEROS
Yes, well, Sir Cumference, old
friend, we’re here to see how the
new weapons are coming.
Spiral and Cyli hold up their PSCs.
88 CYLI
We totally love your Plasma Sucking
Cannons!
89 SPIRAL
Major awesomeness.
90 SIR CUMFERENCE
If you like those old things,
wait’ll you try the new and
improved version.
Sir Cumference whirls around holding PSC, which is too heavy
for him so he loses his balance and as he topples over accidentally <RAPID FIRES> the BEAM every-which-way-91 ALL
(Alarmed thru next shots)
Hit the deck!/Look out!/Take
cover!/Protect the President!
Causing everyone to hit the deck!
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The PSC starts <SUCKING> everything towards it including-The President! Both Feds leap and grab the President’s
airborne legs.
Pac and Spiral steady Sir C as Cyli takes the weapon.
92 THREE KIDS
(Ad-lib)
Gotcha!/Hang on!/Take it easy!
93 SIR CUMFERENCE
(Chuckling)
Well you get the idea.
94 SPIRAL
Man, these are hot! Between these
babies and Pac’s chompers, Betrayus
might as well just give up!
95 ALL
(In unison - deadpan)
Fat chance...
EXT. NETHERWORLD – OUTSIDE REGENERATION CHAMBER – SAME TIME
An awesome NEW WINGED MONSTER stands guard as swarms of
defeated ghosts’ EYEBALLS are returning, flying into scene—96 BETRAYUS (V.O.)
Why isn’t the Netherworld’s leading
mad scientist here yet!?
--right past BETRAYUS, who is ranting at his BUTT-FACE
Butler:
97 BETRAYUS
What kind of useless Butt-ler are
you?! You were supposed to serve up
Dr. Buttocks to me hours ago!
98 BUTT-FACE
(Indignant)
I am not my twin brother’s keeper.
DR. BUTTOCKS - Butt-Face’s identical twin but with coke
bottle glasses (that make this lunatic’s eyes look really
huge) arrives carrying a bizarre looking device.
99 DR. BUTTOCKS
That’s because I am a genius and
you are a lowly servant.
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Butt-Face hurls his tray at Dr. Buttocks - but it just goes
through him.
100 BUTT-FACE
Serve this, you four-eyed ego
maniac!
101 TWINS
(Ad-lib into next shot)
I-Q of a gnat!/Flatulence breath!/
You’ve always been the biggest
heinie head!/Nuh-uh you are!
Betrayus snatches a couple of the flying EYEBALLS out of the
air and hurls them at the twins and in VO we hear the classic
movie scream:
102 MOVIE SCREAMER VOICE
MY EYES! MY EYES!
Butt-Face and Buttocks are HIT by the eyeballs, which make a
<DISGUSTING SQUISHY SFX>.
103 TWINS
(Startled GASPS)
FEATURE BETRAYUS flailing his arms so fast FLAMES erupt.
104 BETRAYUS
I’ve had it! And not just with you
twin twits! There must be something
we can do about that miserable
ghost-gorging yellow monster!
CLOSE DR. BUTTOCKS - removing his STEAMED UP glasses to clean
them and revealing he has ridiculously tiny beady eyes.
105 DR. BUTTOCKS
You have hit the proverbial nail on
the head!
Betrayus waves a fiery fist at the Doc.
106 BETRAYUS
That’s not all I’m going to hit on
the head if you don’t hurry up and
explain.
Buttocks <SNAPS> his fingers and a spooky MUTANT MONSTER
(existing model with snake-scope eye added) enters scene.
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107 DR. BUTTOCKS
The Pac-Man may be able to eat
ghosts, but even the last of the
Yellows cannot possibly ingest my
mutant monsters!
Betrayus looks bored.
108 BETRAYUS
News flash. Monsters haven’t done
so hot against him so far.
Buttocks pats his strange looking device.
109 DR. BUTTOCKS
That was before I, Dr. A. H.
Buttocks, the greatest scientist to
ever exist, invented the Mutant
Monster Multiplier!
BETRAYUS breaks the wall and looks directly at the camera as
if to say, “Will ya listen to this ego maniac?”
Buttocks lifts the device and fires a BEAM at-110 DR. BUTTOCKS
Observe unsurpassed genius at work!
The startled Monster and a brilliant FLASH and a silly <POP>-DRAMATIC - as the Monster is cloned into TWO IDENTICAL
MONSTERS! Betrayus floats INTO FRAME, nodding.
111 BETRAYUS
Okay, I’m impressed.
FADE OUT:
ACT TWO
FADE IN:
EXT. NETHERWORLD – OUTSIDE REGENERATION CHAMBER – RESUME
The two identical Monsters suddenly notice each other and are
so startled, they do HUGE <SCREAMING> FRIGHT TAKES and-The Monsters run <WHIMPERING> out of scene!
Dr. Buttocks shrugs.

17.
112 DR. BUTTOCKS
So I picked a woosie monster to
experiment on, who knew?
Buttocks whips his device around and fires a BEAM at the
Winged Monster standing guard – who reacts with an alarmed
<FIERY ROAR> as-Another brilliant FLASH and silly <POP> and now there are TWO
IDENTICAL WINGED MONSTERS – both <ROARING> STREAMS OF FIRE
that go right through the ghostly Buttocks.
REVEAL PINKY, INKY, BLINKY AND CLYDE - hiding in a corner
looking alarmed. Pinky is so upset, the guys have to muffle
her, so they all slap their ‘hands’ over her mouth.
113 PINKY
Poor Pac-M-- (MUFFLED)
The guys REACT with fear to the LOOK she gives them, yanking
their hands back as her face turns RED HOT.
Betrayus excitedly grabs the device from Dr. Buttocks.
114 DR. BUTTOCKS
What are you doing with my
invention!?
CLOSE BETRAYUS - wild-eyed with insane power.
115 BETRAYUS
MINE!
(Crazed cackle)
I’m going to create an entire
Mutant Monster Army to invade
PacWorld!
Buttocks scowls at him.
116 DR. BUTTOCKS
(Annoyed aside)
I was going to say that.
Betrayus accidentally hits the trigger and shoots himself-Ooops!

117

BETRAYUS

FLASH and a <POP> and there are now TWO IDENTICAL BETRAYUS.
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118 TWO BETRAYUS
(In unison)
My Mutant Monsters will wipe the
floor with that yellow pest once
and for all.
FEATURE BUTT-FACE, the butler rolls his eyes as the two
Betrayus look at each other with comic DOUBLE TAKES.
119 BUTT-FACE
(Sotto, disgusted groan)
Like one Betrayus wasn’t obnoxious
enough...
EXT. PAC’S DORM ROOM – THAT NIGHT
INKY, BLINKY, PINKY and CLYDE are staring in the window.
120 BLINKY
Looks like they’s sleeping.
121 INKY
So rap on the glass, brainiac.
Blinky tries but his hand just goes through it.
122 BLINKY
Some days being a ghost can be such
a drag.
123 CLYDE
Depends on how you look at life,
glass half full or half empty.
Inky flies right through the glass, followed by Blinky.
124 INKY
What glass? I don’t see no stinkin’
glass!
Clyde hesitates, turning to Pinky.
125 CLYDE
Pinky, go to the girls’ dorm and
rouse Cyli.
The jealous Pinky scowls:
126 PINKY
Who needs her?
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127 CLYDE
Pac is about to need every friend
he has... and about a thousand
more!
INT. PAC’S DORM ROOM – NIGHT - CONTINUOUS
As Inky, Blinky and Clyde fly over them-128 INKY/BLINKY/CLYDE
(Ad-lib -obnoxious)
Yo Packy!/Spiral!/Get on the
ball!/Wait, you are a ball!
Pac and Spiral wake with such a start-129 PAC AND SPIRAL
(Ad-lib)
What!/Ghost attack!?
Pac accidentally BITES/CHOMPS poor Inky in half before he
recognizes his friend.
130 PAC-MAN
Whoa, sorry, Inky!
131 INKY
Hey, least ya didn’t eat my eyeball
half.
(Sotto snide aside)
Schmo.
INKY’S PLASMA SPREADS OUT – returning him back to norm.
132 BLINKY
You guys better get your butts in
gear!
Clyde and Inky hover in front of the boys.
133 CLYDE
The demented Dr. Buttocks is
cloning a mutant monster army to
invade PacWorld!
134 INKY
Cuz he knows you can’t eat
monsters...
(Sotto)
Losers.
Spiral whips his PSC out from under his pillow.
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135 SPIRAL
Our plasma suckers are useless
against them, too.
Pinky flies in followed by a determined looking Cyli.
136 CYLI
Pac! Contact Sir Cumference. He
better have some anti-monster
weapons or we’re...
Pinky floats between Pac and Cyli, glaring at her.
137 PINKY
(Interrupting, sarcastic)
Excuse-me... since when are you
giving the orders, Missy?
Cyli smirks at Pinky, who pouts as Pac lifts his wrist unit
to make the call.
138 PAC-MAN
Good idea, Cyli!
INT. SIR CUMFERENCE’S LAB – NIGHT
Sir C’s loud snoring echoes through the dimly lit lab
(illuminated by Bunsen-burner flames under the experiments).
Grinder is in the corner, head hung in sleep-mode.
139 SIR CUMFERENCE (V.O.)
(Loud SNORING)
CAMERA FINDS SIR C - in Murphy Bed (folds out of the wall) as
his wrist unit <RINGS> Sir C snorts awake, also pulling a
weapon from under his pillow and accidentally <FIRING> it at-140 SIR CUMFERENCE
(Snorting awake)
Surrender or---Grinder, who is hit in the butt and GOOSED into the air
with a <METALLIC SCREECH>!
Sir C looks around bewildered as he hears:
141 PAC-MAN (VO OVER WRIST UNIT)
Sir Cumference!?
Pac-Man?

142

SIR CUMFERENCE
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CLOSE - Sir C lifts his wrist screen to REVEAL PAC’S FACE
staring back.
143 SIR CUMFERENCE
Oh there you are. I forgot I
invented these confounded things.
144 PAC-MAN (OVER WRIST UNIT)
We need weapons to combat a mutant
monster invasion FAST!
SIR CUMFERENCE pushes a bunch of stuff around.
145 SIR CUMFERENCE
Sorry, don’t have a thing in stock,
but I’ll get right on it.
Pac clicks off and Sir C turns towards Grinder, who is
rubbing his charred backside.
146 SIR CUMFERENCE
C’mon, Grinder, ya old bag of
bolts, we have work to do!
As Grinder responds with a particularly rude <SFX> then he
PRESSES a button on his wrist (or uses a remote) and-THE MURPHY BED - folds into the wall with Sir C still in it.
147 SIR CUMFERENCE
Oh no you don’t-As Grinder metallic <SNICKERS>.
148 SIR CUMFERENCE (V.O.)
(Muffled)
One of these days it’s the scrap
heap for you.
INT. MAZE (BY AN OPEN PORTAL FROM NETHERWORLD) – NIGHT
Dr. Buttocks is using his device - FLASH <POP> FLASH <POP> to clone more IDENTICAL WINGED MONSTERS. (REUSE existing
section of the maze from either Ep 1 or 2 - add an
opening/hole leading underground.)
149 DR. BUTTOCKS
Keep the line moving, new mutants
to the front.
The real Winged Monster wears a SPY-CAM linked to...
INT. BETRAYUS’ THRONE CHAMBER - SAME TIME

22.
Betrayus #1 and Betrayus #2 watch the action on screen.
150 BETRAYUS #1
Excellent! The more mutants to mash
those PacWorlders the better!
151 BETRAYUS #2
My sentiments exactly!
Betrayus #1 glares at his counterpart.
152 BETRAYUS #1
You are really starting to get on
my nerves.
153 BETRAYUS #2
My sentiments exactly.
154 BETRAYUS #1
That’s it!
(Two fingered WHISTLE,
then screaming:)
FLUFFY!
FLUFFY, the THREE HEADED DOG comes running in-155 BETRAYUS #2
What a cute three headed doggie-FLUFFY TRANSFORMS into the THREE HEADED MONSTER, savagely
<SNARLING> as Betrayus #2 tears off and Fluffy takes chase.
156 BETRAYUS #1
Sic that imposter!
157 BETRAYUS #2
Amazing how anyone so handsome can
be so cruel!
EXT. MAZE - CONTINUOUS
BUTTOCKS suddenly points his cloning device at a very small,
weaker looking little monster: FUZBITZ (pronounced as close
to Fuzzbutt as we can get away with) that seems to be all
hair (but then later when he gets mad we will see he’s got a
huge mouth filled with lethal looking fangs like a Gremlin).
STOP!

158

BETRAYUS <VO EARWIG>

BUTTOCKS - FEATURE EARWIG communication device - as Betrayus’
screaming causes the scientist’s head to VIBRATE!
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159 BETRAYUS <VO EARWIG>
Send that weakling back down here!
Only the fittest and the fiercest
get to be in this Ghost’s Army!
As Fuzbitz sulks back towards the portal:
160 BETRAYUS (V.O.)
What are you waiting for? Let the
invasion begin!
As Buttocks leads the monster army through the maze-161 DR. BUTTOCKS
Troops.... HO!
Fuzbitz slips back into scene, rolling himself into a HAIRBALL and rolling along behind the troops...
EXT. PACWORLD SIDE MAZE ENTRANCE – NIGHT
Dr. Buttocks floats out of the maze (Reuse turn-style) just
ahead of his IDENTICAL WINGED MONSTER brigade - which
<CRASH> thru the turn-style!
162 DR. BUTTOCKS
Nothing can stop me now!
163 BETRAYUS (V.O. THRU EARWIG)
(Very menacing)
Don’t you mean ME!?
164 DR. BUTTOCKS
Er, I meant nothing can stop us
now!
Again Dr. Buttocks’ HEAD VIBRATES and his body gyrates. NOTE:
Betrayus screams so loud his words echo out like a boom-box.
165 BETRAYUS (V.O. THRU EARWIG)
STOP ME! ME! ME!
166 PAC-MAN (V.O.)
You’re both wrong!
REVERSE TO REVEAL - Pac, Spiral and Cyli are waiting just
outside the maze entrance, looking determined but wary.
167 PAC-MAN
Because we’re going to stop you...
(Sotto, gulp)
We hope...
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As the identical Monsters continue coming out of the maze,
Pac quickly pops a berry.
168 PAC-MAN
You’ve still got yours.. right?
Spiral and Cyli both nod.
169 PAC-MAN
So let’s send ‘em (beat) packing!
As Pac-Man shoots up into the air-The monster clones all seem a little unsure what to do until:
170 DR. BUTTOCKS
Don’t just stand there! ATTACK!
Destroy them all! Especially the
yellow one!
Several of the monsters fly into the air after Pac, while the
others head towards Cyli and Spiral!
171 DR. BUTTOCKS
Surround the Pac-Man and close in!
Dr. Buttocks looks smug.
172 DR. BUTTOCKS
I always knew I was a born leader.
Pac narrowly dodges/veers around a couple of Monsters that
<SHOOT FIRE> streams at him, while Pac makes a beeline for-173 PAC-MAN
In that case I better shut you up!
--Buttocks - who sees Pac flying at him and REACTS with a
huge FRIGHT TAKE as he scrambles to turn and bolt.
174 DR. BUTTOCKS
What!? No! Wait!
Pac gobbles up the ghost and then instantly-175 PAC-MAN
(BELCHING thru next)
CLOSER - Pac grimaces as he BELCHES out the floating EYEBALLS
AND COKE BOTTLE GLASSES together, which ZIP off in fear.
As a <STREAM OF FIRE> narrowly misses Pac’s head and he
realizes he now has even more Winged Monsters zooming around
him like fighter planes...
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176 PAC-MAN
This time, we may be in over our
heads...
WINGED MONSTER dives at PAC’s head as we ...
FADE OUT:
ACT THREE
FADE IN:
EXT. MAZE ENTRANCE - NIGHT - RESUME SCENE
Pac is flying around dodging the monsters’ <ROARING FIRE>!
177 PAC-MAN
Gonna take some fancy flying to
handle all these guys!
(Shouting down)
I’ve got the airforce, you take
care of the infantry!
178 SPIRAL
Roger that, Pac-Leader!
FEATURE SPIRAL not looking excited as he and Cyli eat their
berries.
179
Let’s do it!

CYLI

Spiral suddenly shoots straight into the air into a cool
MARTIAL ARTS POSE.
180 SPIRAL
Alright! I’m a martial arts,
monster kicking master!
(Funny Martial arts YELL)
VARIOUS ANGLES - as Kung Fu Spiral leaps into action - and
kicks and flips the clumsy Monsters every-which-way <MONSTER
GRUNTS AND ROARS AND SILLY DEFEATED SQUEALS>.
Cyli suddenly starts floating into the air.
181 CYLI
Oh no, not again!
As a Monster charges her, she suddenly does a weightless backflip over, then like a graceful BALLERINA she pirouettes in
the air and--
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182 CYLI
Hey this could work out.
--The Monster <CRASHES> head first <BONNNK> into another
Monster.
183 TWO MONSTERS
<’OUCH’ GRUNTS>
ANOTHER MONSTER - <ROARS FLAMES> at Cyli and again she
effortlessly spins and ballet DANCES out of the way and-184 CYLI
(Giggling)
I can start a new show... Dancing
IN the stars.
--THE FLAMES - comically <SEER> the FUR OFF (or feathers)
another monster, who REACT with BLUSHING embarrassment,
CONTORTING to cover his now ‘naked’ monster body.
185 NAKED WINGED MONSTER
(Embarrassed WHIMPERS)
HIGH ABOVE THEM - Pac is in an aerial dogfight with the last
three Winged Monsters - all trying to charbroil him with
their <ROARING FIRE STREAMS>.
186 PAC-MAN
These mutants sure pack a lot of
firepower!
CLOSER - Pac zooming around <ROARING FIRE STREAMS>.
187 PAC-MAN
So I better chill!
Pac pops a berry and his ICE HELMET forms just as a <FIRE
BLAST> hits him causing <STEAM> to erupt like a CLOUD-Blinding the first Winged Monster so-188 WINGED MONSTER # 1
<’Huh?’ GRUNT)
--it <CRASHES> into the second – knocking them both into a
comic stupor as they drop like rocks and-189 TWO WINGED MONSTERS
(Goofy impact GRUNTS through next)
<THUMP> down in a dazed heap!
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DRAMATIC REVEAL as SIR C arrives driving the awesome looking
PACNANA mobile, which has some odd scientific devices mounted
on the dash next to a classic old fashioned squeeze-horn,
which he is excitedly <HONKING>.
190 SIR CUMFERENCE
Perfect timing!
191 PAC-MAN (V.O.)
Whoa check it out! Yummmm!
QUICK SHOT - SPLIT FRAME - Spiral - PAC - Cyli REACTING to
the Pacnana!
192 PAC-MAN
(Licking his lips with his
super long pink tongue)
PACNANA POWER!
Sir C points one of his devices at the monsters, which
<WHIRRS> - as it takes a reading.
193 SIR CUMFERENCE
I need to take a reading to know
what exactly we’re up against!
Hmmm, most impressive!
Suddenly, the two dazed Winged Monster clones disappear in
<PUFF> of SMOKE as Spiral and Cyli rush up looking surprised.
194 CYLI
What happened to the monsters?
195 SIR CUMFERENCE
Just as I thought, mutant clones
with a limited energy capacity, but
still extremely dangerous.
Spiral looks at the Pacnana with awe.
196 SPIRAL
Tell me this baby comes equipped
with some serious monster zapping
power.
197 SIR CUMFERENCE
Nope! However, it is completely eco
friendly! Think green energy I
always say!
198 CYLI
But what about the anti monster
weapons we need?
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199 SIR CUMFERENCE
(Sing song - nervous)
Working on it.
Sir C starts off in the Pacnana.
200 SIR CUMFERENCE
Whoever created these monsters is a
true genius… despicably evil and
psychotic, but brilliant.
INT. BETRAYUS THRONE CHAMBER – CONTINUOUS
Betrayus is having a hissy fit, flailing fists and cursing:
201 BETRAYUS #1
Obviously not brilliant enough! The
yellow freak is winning again!
REVEAL Betrayus #2 is back and rubbing the belly of a
ridiculously content Fluffy.
202 BETRAYUS #2
Duh... Because you are such a
loser. Handsome, but a total loser.
With a look of flaming rage, fire SHOOTS out the top of
Betrayus #1’s head, right before he launches himself at #2!
203 BETRAYUS #1
I’m going to rip your fake head
off!
The Two Betrayus are going at it like wild cats, flipping
each other around so we have no idea who’s who.
204 TWO BETRAYUS
(Ad-lib fighting GRUNTS)
Finally Betrayus #1 charges #2-CHARGE!

205

BETRAYUS #1

Just before impact, Betrayus #2 disappears in the familiar
<PUFF> of SMOKE and Betrayus #1 sails head-first into a wall.
206 BETRAYUS #2 (PARTIAL VO)
So long sucker!
207 BETRAYUS #1
(Impact CRY, into pained GROAN)
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EXT. SKY - CONTINUOUS
Pac zooms in and grabs the last Monster by the tail, whirls
him overhead then hurls him OS <SAILING OFF MONSTER ROARS>.
CLOSER PAC - feeling pretty cocky for a beat, then a look of
panic, before he drops OS.
208 PAC-MAN
Alright! That wasn’t so bad.
(Falling cry)
But this is!
As Pac plummets he checks his berry supply.
Empty!

209

PAC-MAN

EXT. SCHOOL ROOFTOP – NIGHT - CONTINUOUS
Pac lands hard right on top of one of the iconic TOY HORSES
(which surprises him with an annoyed <WHINNY> sound) and-Pac is BUCKED off the toy horse.
210 PAC-MAN
Huh, how in-- Whooooa!
Pac lands on his backside right in front of-211 PAC-MAN
(Impact GRUNT)
Fuzbitz, the little monster who is so startled he spins like
a <WHIRLING DERVISH> and TRANSFORMS into a FIERCE-FACEGREMLIN-like little beast and:
212 FUZBITZ
<ROARING like a monster ten times
the size!>
Pac is so stunned he leaps back and-213
Uh-oh-noooo!

PAC-MAN

Pac falls over the ledge, narrowly managing to snag the edge
of the roof at the last second with two fingers.
214 PAC-MAN
Great. Out of berries and hanging
by slimed fingers.
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ON THE GROUND - Spiral and Cyli watch the last monster clone
running off with its tail between its legs <SQUEALING>.
215 SPIRAL
That’s right, run ya big-Cyli suddenly points up with a look of horror.
PAC!

216

CYLI

They both start racing towards the building.
217 SPIRAL
We’re out of berries - so Pac may
be outta luck.
HANG ON!

218

CYLI

ON THE ROOF LEDGE - PAC’S FINGERS are slipping.
219 PAC-MAN
I’ll try. I just hope that monster
doesn’t-A FURRY FOOT appears on the edge next to his hand.
220 PAC-MAN
(Defeated groan)
--decide to kick me off the ledge.
To Pac’s astonishment, the little monster leans over and
YANKS him up onto the roof with surprising strength.
221 FUZBITZ
(Exertion GROWL)
222 PAC-MAN
Thanks! Whoooa! You’re a lot
stronger than you look!
Fuzbitz’s skinny arm appears from under his hair and flexes.
223 FUZBITZ
(Proud silly GROWL)
Spiral and Cyli rush in from the stairwell, breathless.
224 SPIRAL AND CYLI
Yo Pacster!/You’re okay!
Pac gestures to Fuzbitz.
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225 PAC-MAN
Thanks to this guy!
They all look up at the sound of <MONSTER WINGS FLAPPING>.
OTS HEROES UP ON THE BATTERED WINGED MONSTER - with the spycam askew - head hung in defeat - flying off.
226 SPIRAL
We did it! They’ve turned tail for
the Netherworld.
227 PAC-MAN
Everyone except for him.
Cyli leans down and smiles at Fuzbitz, who-228 CYLI
He’s sort of cute... in a hairy
monster kind of way.
--suddenly leaps at her leg and comically ‘latches’ onto it.
229 FUZBITZ
<Excited SNORT>
Pinky, Inky, Blinky and Clyde zip in, flying around them.
230 INKY
Would have been here sooner.
231 BLINKY
But had to wait for the eye in the
sky to split.
Pinky moves between Pac and Cyli, batting her lashes at Pac.
232 PINKY
So that Betrayus wouldn’t see what
close friends we’re becoming...
Right?
Clyde suddenly notices Fuzbitz clinging to Cyli’s leg and
hovers in front of them.
233 CLYDE
Well, hello there Fuzbitz! Nice to
see you finally made it out!
Fuzbitz lets go of Cyli and excitedly makes odd monster
sounds while punctuating with his skinny little arms.
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234 FUZBITZ
(Super fast, ridiculous SNORTING
sounds)
235 CLYDE
(Answering in same kind of
ridiculous SNORTING sounds)
236 PAC-MAN
Clyde speaks Monster CLOSE PAC - as he turns towards the others and finds Pinky so
close, his nose goes THRU her and gets SLIMED.
237 PINKY
(Giggling)
Ooops. My bad.
Pac SNEEZES out SLIME/SNOT all over an unappreciative Pinky.
(SNEEZING)

238

PAC-MAN

239 CLYDE
Actually, I speak 9 languages, but
I picked up monster shooting hoops
with the SasPacSquatch.
FEATURE FUZBITZ - latching on to Cyli’s leg again, she tries
to gently shake him off, but he’s not letting go.
240 PAC-MAN
So maybe you know why the little
guy saved me.
241 CLYDE
Not all monsters are, well you
know, monsters. Some are really
good-hearted like Fuzbitz here.
242 BLINKY
But they hate living in the
Netherworld since Betrayus took
over.
FEATURE CYLI - limping towards them with Fuzbitz on her leg.
243 CYLI
So what happens to Fuzbitz now?
244 SPIRAL
Betrayus’ spy cam caught him saving
Pac, so he can’t go home.
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245 PAC-MAN
But won’t he miss his family?
Fuzbitz hangs his head.
246 CLYDE
Fuzbitz is an orphan like you.
247 PAC-MAN
That settles it!
Pac turns to Spiral and Cyli.
248 PAC-MAN
We have to take him back to the
dorm to live with us!
249 SPIRAL
Cool by me. ‘Cept for one little
problem. Aside from him being
‘attached’ to Cyli.
250 CYLI
NO pets allowed in the dorms!
251 PAC-MAN
Then we’ll just have to hide him.
(To Fuzbitz)
You’ll be as quiet as a mouse,
right?
Cyli manages to SHAKE off Fuzbitz, who rolls like a fur-ball.
252 FUZBITZ
<Loud silly SNORTING GROWLS>
253 SPIRAL
A monster mouse.
Pinky floats back in closer to Pac.
254 PINKY
I just remembered why we’re here!
Aside from always loving to see
you.
The three male ghosts zip nervously around the others.
255 BLINKY
When Dr. Butt-Breath came outta the
regeneration chamber he was mega
mad!
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256 CLYDE
However, nothing compared to
Betrayus’ rage...
EXT. NETHERWORLD “THE TOWER CHAMBER” – SAME TIME
(Reuse this existing set OR any other not used in this
episode yet) Buttocks follows Betrayus, who is clearly fed
up.
257 DR. BUTTOCKS
Forget it! You cannot even fathom
the meaning of furious until you’ve
had your eyeballs spat out!
Betrayus suddenly stops cold, his expression VERY scary to
the point FIRE erupts out of the top of his head!
258 BETRAYUS
Either I win this, and EVERY
argument… Ooor I banish you to the
fiery bog for eternity.
IN THE CORNER - BUTT-FACE watches, rubbing his ghost hands
together with a look of eager anticipation.
259 BUTT-FACE
(Snickering)
This is it! My ego maniacal twin is
about to push Betrayus too far.
Buttocks opens his mouth, then snaps it shut and bows humbly.
260 DR. BUTTOCKS
Whatever you say, my oh-so-Supreme
Master, Lord Betrayus.
261 BETRAYUS
That’s what I figured you’d say.
Betrayus starts ‘float pacing’ thoughtfully.
262 BETRAYUS
The one thing we do agree on is
that yellow ghoul-gobbler must be
destroyed.
263 DR. BUTTOCKS
I am already working on a new plan
guaranteed to crush Pac-Man like a
bug!
The two begin cackling and try to out-evil-laugh each other.
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264 BETRAYUS AND BUTT-FACE
(Evil LAUGHING escalating into a
competition thru next shot)
FEATURE BUTT-FACE looking disgusted with both of them...
END OF PART ONE

